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Selling Flower Deli Style
“Deli style” means that you buy flower in bulk and weigh out small portions for each purchase,
like when you buy cold meat by the pound from a deli. To do this in MyBud, you must:

1) Put the item in a cannabis department whose name ends in -gm
2) Set the price for 1 unit = 0.1 gram

For example, if you are selling the strain All Gas - Unleaded deli style for $5 a gram, the item
setup steps are:

1) Create a cannabis department called Flower Deli -gm
2) Create an item called All Gas - Unleaded. Put it in the Flower Deli -gm department and

set the price = $0.50.

The Pricebook item card in MyBud would look like this:

When a sale is made, before scanning the package ID, enter the quantity in grams sold in the
following format: $0.35 = 3.5 grams, $0.10 = 1 gram, $0.70 = 7 grams, etc. The quantity in the



basket will say 10x the number of grams actually being sold. So for 3.5 grams the basket
quantity will = 35, for 1 gram it will = 10, 7 grams it will = 70, etc.

Here is what a basket for 3.5 grams of All Gas - Unleaded would look like:

You can also set the sizes you would like to sell using Quantity Choices on the Pricebook item
card.

1) Click Quantity Choices
2) Enter in a name for each quantity you would like to sell. The quantity must = 10x the

number of grams you are actually selling.

For example, your Quantity Choices in the Pricebook item card might look like this:



You can name each quantity whatever you like.

When you scan the package ID for the item, you will then be able to choose between whichever
Quantity Choices you have set up for that item.

Note: If you use Quantity Choices, MyBud will always default to offer a quantity of 1 and call this
option “Single.”



For deli style sales with MyBud, this “Single” will = 0.1 grams. We therefore recommend that you
edit the name of this option to be 0.1 Grams. Examples of what the screen will look like when
you make that edit follow.



You can sell a size that you have not set up in Quantity Choices, or not use Quantity Choices at
all, as described above.



Quantity Discounts Using Promotions
You also can create discounts for any quantity you like using promotions, and for multiple tiers
or shelves of flower.

For example, you might have a deli flower shelf within which you sell at the following price
breaks:

- 1 gram = $5
- ⅛ ounce = $15, a $2.50 discount
- ¼ ounce = $30, a $5 discount
- ½ ounce = $50, a $20 discount
- 1 ounce = $75, a $65 discount

You can set up these discounts to reflect automatically when you add the given quantity to a
basket to checkout a customer.

Combined with Quantity Choices, here is what a checkout of All Gas - Unleaded would look like.

After you scan the item you will get this screen:

From this screen, you choose the quantity you want to sell. Using this same example, if you
choose an Eighth, the basket would look like this:



Note that the discount is now in the basket, as opposed to the first example above that did not
include a discount.

Here’s what the basket will look like if you choose a Quarter.



Note: You can set up both Quantity Choices and Promotions either in your Merchant Portal or
your POS terminal.


